Abstract. This paper presents the behaviour-based control architecture iB2C (integrated Behaviour-Based Control) used for the development of complex robotic systems. The specification of behavioural components is described as well as the integration of behaviour coordination and hierarchical abstraction. It is considered how the design process can be supported by guidelines and by tools for development as well as analysis. Finally some application platforms are presented and a step by step description of building up a behaviour-based control structure for an outdoor robot is given.
Introduction
Besides finding suitable mechanics and electronics the development of the control is the most difficult problem when designing complex robotic application. The process of building such a control should be supported by an adequate methodology to help overcoming difficulties common to complex robotic systems, e.g. ensuring secure operation, modularity, or keeping track of a system of growing complexity. Functional control architectures tend to hassle with some of those problem, due to a more centralised world model or monolithic modules. In contrast to this, behaviour-based approaches have proven to handle such difficulties rather well. They do not depend on the correctness of one central world model, make is easy to incrementally add functionality while handling increasing complexity and show robustness to unknown sensor data due to an overall functionality emerging from the interaction of multiple generalising behaviours.
Still, the problem of controlling complex robotic systems is not solved by the behaviour-based paradigm alone. Rather, while helping with some of common problems, behaviour-based architectures introduce new difficulties. Among those is the question of how to coordinate multiple and possibly competing behaviours running in parallel and trying to act on the same actuators. Another issue is the identification of error sources in a control that shows an emergent system behaviour rather than an explicitly implemented one. And there is the matter of how the architecture can help structuring the design process, e.g. giving support in the process of selecting the best set of behaviours and coordinating their action.
The architecture proposed in this paper tries to address most of the issues just mentioned. The goal is to find a behaviour-based architecture of modular structure allowing for control units ranging from motor schemes up to deliberative planning layers. Common interfaces should help in reusing and easily adding modules, and the arbitration mechanism should make it possible to separate the control data from the coordination data flow. The architecture should be applicable to a wide range of robotic systems. Another demand is to give design guidelines to simplify the creation of a consistent, robust and maintainable system. Last but not least a programming framework should support the implementation by providing suitable tools for designing, debugging and inspecting a control system of growing complexity.
The outline of the paper is as follows: After giving an overview over related work in the next section, the components and their interaction are described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 and 5 design guidelines and tools supporting the development are presented. Section 6 contains the description of some sample applications controlled by iB2C-systems. Finally, we conclude with a summary and directions for future work.
Related Work
The problem of controlling complex autonomous robots has resulted in many different kinds of architectures for building up robotic control systems. Besides the deliberative and hybrid approaches which pose problems mentioned before behaviour-based systems have proven suitable for adequate system response.
The basis of behaviour-based approaches is the Brooks' subsumption architecture [1] in which reactive modules are used to build up layers of competence each of which provide the system with a particular functionality. This architecture has proven well suited for small systems and showed a fast response to external influences. However, this approach tends to run into scalability problems due to the limitations concerning the amount of internal representation. Also, the reuse of components is often not possible and weaknesses occur when behaviours are added to an existing system. Therefore, too many restrictions seem to be made for usage in complex robotic systems.
In [2] a distinction between deliberative, reactive, hybrid, and behaviourbased systems is given. It is emphasised that behaviour-based control systemsin contrast to reactive systems -can store a representation of the environment which is distributed among the single components. Therefore, there is no limitation concerning the application to complex environments requiring an internal state of the system. Some experimental results on different platforms show the suitability of the approach. However, the system development is rather application specific and there are still restrictions concerning the complexity.
The aspect of coordinating behaviours is one of the most significant problems when dealing with behaviour-based control approaches. In [3] a classification of behaviour selection mechanisms is given. A distinction is made into cooperative versus competitive, explicit versus implicit, and nonadaptive versus adaptive coordination methods. This classification is referred to when evaluating the behaviour selection methods of the iB2C architecture (see Sect. 3.4) .
Other proposals for the coordination of distributed, independent, and asynchronous behaviours include the DAMN (Distributed Architecture for Mobile Navigation, [4] ) arbiter. This arbiter is provided with a substantial amount of information from the behaviours in order to make intelligent decisions. However, this centralised arbitration tends to contain a lot of system information.
In [5] the Behaviour Oriented Design (BOD) is proposed as development process for a modular architecture. It is stated as a disadvantage of architectures to confound the flow of information with the flow of control, which is done e.g. in [1] . In iB2C dedicated information signals are used in order to separate them from the data for the control of the robot. [5] also proposes strictly prioritised action selection mechanisms using reactive plans. While this concept reflects procedures on high reasoning levels, there seems to be a lack of low level motion control coordination, whereas iB2C is intended to cover the whole span from lowlevel to high-level behaviours. In iB2C concepts of the BOD can be integrated in a similar way using the means of behaviour activation.
Components of iB2C and Their Interaction
This section describes the basic units of the iB2C architecture and how the coordination of these units can be achieved. An example for a typical behaviour is given as well as a comparison of coordination methods. The proposed architecture is a further development of the behaviour-based control as previously introduced in [6] , where it has mainly been used for the control of walking machines. Additional details can be found in e.g. [7] .
Behaviour Module
The fundamental unit of the proposed control architecture is the behaviour module (see Fig. 1 ) as already introduced in [7] and modified towards its present form in [8] . Each atomic behaviour is wrapped into such a module with a uniform interface.
Behaviours can be described as three-tuples of the form
where r is the target rating function, a is the activity function, and F is the transfer function of the behaviour. Additionally each behaviour receives an input vector e, an activation ι, and an inhibition i and generates an output vector u. More precisely behaviours receive data needed for fulfilling their work via the sensor input e ∈ n which can be composed of sensory data or information Each behaviour owns an input determining its activation or motivation ι ∈ [0, 1]. In this notation ι = 0 indicates deactivation and ι = 1 a fully activated behaviour. Values between 0 and 1 refer to a partially activated behaviour. Activation can be used to adjust the relevance of competing behaviours or to enable higher-level behaviours to recruit lower-level behaviours and their functionality by explicitly motivating them. The inverse effect is achieved by inhibition i ∈ [0, 1] which is used to reduce the activation of a behaviour: i = 1 refers to full inhibition, i = 0 to no inhibition.
Beside these influencing inputs, each behaviour creates two meta sensor values that allow to deduce information about its state and its assessment of the current situation. On the one hand, information about the activity of a behaviour is provided by the output a ∈ [0, 1]. The maximal activity is described by a = 1, inactivity by a = 0. It is defined by the activity function
where a int (e) ∈ [0, 1] is an internal function representing the intended activity of the behaviour. An activity value of a = 1 represents a state where all output values are maximal. This setting refers to a situation where control data for the machine is set to highest values and where subbehaviours are activated at the highest preferred extend. On the other hand, the target rating r ∈ [0, 1] deals as an indicator for the contentment of a behaviour. A value of r = 0 indicates that the behaviour is content with the actual state, while r = 1 shows maximal dissatisfaction.
The output vector u of a behaviour is determined using its transfer function F (e, ι, i) where
This function provides the intelligence of a behaviour, calculating actions depending on input values and internal representations. This can be a reactive respond to input values but also a more complex calculation as a state machine or sophisticated algorithms. This way, both reflex-like sensor-actor coupling and deliberative behaviours can be implemented (as postulated for behaviour-based architectures by [2] ).
As described before behaviour-based architectures do not work on a centralised world model. This is represented by the fact that actions of a behaviour only depend on the input vector e, their motivation and the behaviour-internal representation of the current situation, which can be non-existent for certain behaviours.
Example Behaviour Turn to Object at Left Side
In this section a showcase behaviour is described which rotates a vehicle to an object located at the left side of the vehicle. As sensor input the behaviour receives the angle to an object detected by a camera system and a flag if any object is detected at all. The output u is a normalised rotation value to the left side. Therefore the transfer function is:
with α being the angle for no rotation, β the angle for maximal rotation and sigmoid() ∈ [0, 1] being a monotonically increasing function. The activity a of the behaviour follows the function of u due to the normalised output:
The target rating r describes the displacement of the object from the desired angle without influence of ι and i:
Together with another behaviour of the same type trying to rotate the vehicle in the opposite direction an object can be centred in front of a vehicle.
Fusion Behaviour Module
The design of a behaviour-based system certainly is not finished with the implementation of the single behaviours. As the influence of behaviours on control values or on other behaviours interleaves and as they can have contrary targets their output must be processed via arbitration. This question of behaviour coordination is often considered as the main problem in designing such an architecture, and is also where the existing architectures differ most. Besides using a behaviour's inputs activation (ι) and inhibition (i) the coordination within the behaviour network can be achieved by so called fusion behaviours (see Fig. 2 ). These are integrated in the case of competing behaviours.
The underlying assumption of the fusion of output values is that behaviours having a high activity deserve a higher influence on the control than those with lower activity. The interface of fusion behaviours implements a refinement of basic behaviours. For each of the competing behaviours B i the activity (indicated by a), target rating (indicated by r) and output vector u is provided. The output vector is fed into the fusion behaviour as e. Additionally there is a fusion of inhibiting behaviours by the inhibition inputs i. The transfer function then is the fusion function f (a, e) which processes these input values to a merged output control vector u.
The fusion function can have several implementations, with the weighted fusion defined as follows: The control values are weighted with the activity of the corresponding behaviour, leading to a fusion function f weighted , where
The activity is set according to the weighted input activities, the activation, and the maximally activated inhibiting behaviour:
The target rating of a fusion behaviour indicates its goal to satisfy highly activated input behaviours and is calculated as follows:
The weighted fusion function provides a subtle gradation of coordinating behaviour control outputs regarding their activity. By using this meta information value as means to coordinate the behaviours, the control data flow and the coordination data flow is separated.
Another implementation of the fusion function is the maximum fusion f max , where the control value, activity, and target rating of the most active behaviour is forwarded. This type of fusion is suitable for situations where a combination of control outputs leads to unwanted results.
Coordination Characteristics of iB2C
The coordination characteristics of iB2C can best be described looking at distinctive examples. Fig. 3 shows the two fundamental fusion methods described in [9] . The left part shows a cooperative fusion where the output of four behaviours is coordinated in an action selection component. On the right side a competitive priority-based arbitration is shown. Here behaviours having a higher priority overwrite the output of other behaviours. Arkin's classification into cooperative fusion (schema-style, left) and competitive priority-based arbitration (colony-style, right) [9] In iB2C both of these fusion methods can be implemented using the uniform behaviour structure as shown in Fig. 4 . At the left side data of two behaviours of one layer are inputs to a fusion behaviour generating a cooperative output. This arrangement can be easily expanded by merely adding connections between input behaviours and the fusion behaviour. The right side of Fig. 4 shows competitive priority-based fusion where a Behaviour A gradually overwrites the output of higher levels by inhibiting the fusion behaviour above and by propagating its own output value to the lower fusion behaviour. Both of these fusion methods are handled using the uniform behaviour structure as described before and are easily combinable by the predefined interaction mechanisms. Also it can be seen that the arbitration intelligence lies in the behaviours itselves, not in custom made fusion components, and in the way they are interconnected with each other.
With these prerequisites the classification of [3] can be applied to iB2C:
-Both cooperative and competitive coordination methods are available. -Behaviour selection is explicit in the sense of fusion components, but implicit due to the influence of activity, activation, and inhibition. -It is nonadaptive due to fixed fusion functions (which, however, can be switched if necessary). Nevertheless, adaptive behaviour selection can be accomplished by means of activating and deactivating behaviours.
Design Guidelines
Designing a control system for robotic applications requires a systematic methodology in order to cope with the complexity of sensor processing and control data generation. In iB2C the development begins by figuring out the relevant degrees of freedom (DOF), e.g. rotation and velocity of a vehicle, emotional actuators of a humanoid head, or joint motions of legs. Each of the DOF is divided into positive and negative direction, leading to two control data paths for every motion possibility. The conflation of the data flow is accomplished using a fusion behaviour for each of the DOFs. Depending on the mechanical construction the described approach may be performed several times for each kinematic chain involved, e.g. for a pan tilt unit of a camera head or for a multitude of legs. In order to fulfil basic safety requirements the next step is introducing behaviours reacting on safety related sensor input (e.g. stopping or turning away a vehicle due to data provided by a proximity sensor). Each of the safety behaviours gets influence on the according DOF by using its activity output for inhibiting fusion behaviours of the layer above and by propagating a new command to a fusion behaviour in the layer below (as exemplified in Fig. 4, right) . As each of the DOFs is divided into positive and negative direction, behaviours can be integrated in a way that only the supervised direction is influenced.
This procedure results in an interface for higher level behaviours and encapsulates the functionality of a safety behaviour system. High-level behaviours are then added using a top-down task-oriented approach. Here methods like proposed in [5] asking for what to do how and when and iteratively revising the structure can be applied.
Hierarchical Abstraction
One advantage of the decomposition of tasks into behaviours is the low complexity of each behaviour. However, the result of this approach often is a network with a large number of behaviours. In order to simplify the structure and to clarify the functionality a hierarchical abstraction becomes necessary. In the case of iB2C this can be accomplished using behavioural groups. These are groups in the sense of the embedding programming framework 1 , i.e. a collection of modules or further groups with a new interface and dedicated connections between group and modules. A behavioural group acts as a new behaviour providing the same standardised input and output signals as described in Sect. 3.1.
The challenge for the developer is finding sets of behaviours representing new semantic groups. One approach is to reflect the implemented decomposition in the hierarchical structure of groups. Another hint for grouping behaviours is originating from the influence of multiple behaviours on a DOF. If several behaviours work in the same domain and have an influence on the same data path in the network (e.g. behaviours using different sensor systems for bringing a vehicle to a halt) these behaviours are good candidates for forming a new group.
When constructing a behaviour network the designer has to question himself what the semantics behind behaviours is and if a group of behaviours abstracts from the individuals to form a new semantic unit. If this is the case a new behavioural group should be introduced. An example for the grouping of behaviours can be found in Sect. 6.
Meta Information Usage
The main challenge when coping with systems growing in complexity is making statements about the current system status. This is not only necessary for a developer trying to find out if an implemented feature works but also for system components trying to reason about the result of a given command. In this sense it becomes invaluable having a common interface of behaviours representing their internal state in an abstract way. In iB2C behaviours generate the meta information signals activity (a) and target rating (r) which can be used for detecting several important aspects of the system: -deadlock detection (e.g. by supervising velocity and obstacle detection behaviours), -risk determination (e.g. by supervising slope detection behaviours) -effort (e.g. by supervising behaviours supervising current measurement of motors) -oscillation detection (e.g. by supervising behaviour activities over time)
Design and Analysis Tools for System Development Using iB2C
Developing robotic systems requires some kind of supporting tools for the design and analysis in order to tackle the complexity of the evolving structure. The aim is to accelerate system development and to reduce time spent for testing. iB2C makes extensive use of the Modular Controller Architecture (MCA, [10] ). Each behaviour is derived from a MCA-module with a standard interface as presented in Sect. 3 and with predefined methods for the transfer function and meta information calculation. The behaviours are then arranged in a layered network using defined behaviour interfaces and interconnections. The tool Builder (see Fig. 5 ) supports creation of the behaviour network by an interactive visual user interface of the system structure. During runtime of the robotic system the software can be supervised by the MCA tools MCAGUI and MCABrowser (see Fig. 6 ). The MCAGUI serves as the user interface for the robot which can be configured using predefined widgets and plugins. The tool MCABrowser lets the developer have a detailed look at the flow of data during runtime.
For iB2C the user interface inside MCAGUI is complemented by plugins for supervising the meta information signals of behaviours. A condensed view of the current distribution of activation, activity, and target rating is given in the behaviour plugin (see Fig. 7, left) . If the progress of meta information over time is of interest, a meta information logging plugin (see Fig. 7 , right) can be used. Besides the presented tools for analysing the behaviour network and the overall system performance it might be necessary to guarantee certain system properties. In this case an approach for the formal verification of a subset of behaviours can be followed as described in [11] . With this method behaviours are implemented in the synchronous language Quartz and is verified concerning given properties using model checking techniques. Afterwards code is generated which is periodically called inside a MCA module and which is proven to meet the given specifications.
Applications
This section presents several robotic systems (see Fig. 8 ) controlled by an iB2C network, with one of those described in detail. The flexibility of the approach is reflected in the diversity of the systems and their application . The complexity of the systems makes it indispensable to apply concepts as described before. The outdoor robot RAVON [8] is intended for rough offroad terrain to fulfil exploration and navigation tasks. The indoor robots ARTOS and MARVIN [12] deal as service robots in home and office environments. ROMAN [13] is a humanoid head for interaction using emotional states. Finally the dynamic control of bipeds is in development exploiting the features of iB2C on a low actuator level. The concepts presented in Sect. 4 are now exemplified by a step by step description of the design process of the control system of the outdoor robot RAVON (Robust Autonomous Vehicle for Off-road Navigation). RAVON features an all-wheel drive with four independent electric motors for the wheels and steerable front and rear axis. Concerning the design process the degrees of freedom of the vehicle are of interest. Three components of the motion can be distinguished: the velocity of the vehicle, the direction of the motion (i.e. sideward motion relative to the vehicle direction), and the rotation of the vehicle due to driving curves. The kinematic calculations as described in [8] provide an interface containing the mentioned three DOFs.
According to the design guidelines each of these DOFs is divided into a positive and a negative component as depicted in Fig. 9 . For each of the motion directions a behaviour is introduced which, if activated (i.e. ι > 0) provides an output according to the desired direction. Via a fusion behaviour these output values are forwarded to a behaviour for each of the DOFs which generates the control value for the kinematic accordingly. Here it should be mentioned that the behaviours of each layer are all of the same kind, i.e. are objects derived from the same class. behaviours aims for gaining influence on the control data it inhibits the fusion behaviour of the higher layer and outputs a zero velocity together with a high activity. Therefore, a competitive coordination takes place. This example shows how the introduction of a task, in this case the stopping of the vehicle, can result in a multitude of behaviours which is caused by the decomposition. The structure, however, can be simplified by identifying those behaviours of the same domain. In this case a new group is formed containing the stop behaviours as well as a fusion behaviour (see Fig. 11 ). Fig. 11 . Behavioural group containing individual stop behaviours and forming a more abstract stop behaviour
As can be seen the introduced behaviours are coordinated by a separate fusion behaviour generating the stop output. In order to yield a behavioural group, i.e. a group having the same interface as a standard behaviour, the fusion behaviour acts as a representative providing all meta information which is forwarded to the group interface. Therefore, this group can be integrated in the behaviour network in exactly the same way as a standard behaviour. The resulting safety behaviour network is shown in Fig. 12 . Several behavioural groups can be identified leading to a clearly arranged structure. Note that additional use of meta information is made by adding inhibiting edges between rotation and sideward behaviour as well as velocity fusion in order to prevent the vehicle from driving as long as the steering angles differ too much from the desired angles.
The interface of the network designed so far can now be used by higher behaviours which more and more depend on specific tasks the robot has to fulfil. Fig. 13 shows an implementation of behaviours for point access together with behaviours allowing three different operator interfaces to influence the vehicle motion. All commands, however, are constrained by the underlying properties of the safety group. The current status of the vehicle control system includes a navigation component working on a topological map. Meta information signals of relevant behaviours are monitored by the navigator in order to evaluate effort and risk of driven tracks. This paper presented a behaviour-based architecture appropriate for the development of a multitude of complex robotic systems. A fixed interface for all behavioural components involved provides a means of abstraction allowing the analysis of the functionality of the behaviour network. The modular characteristic of the architecture increases the reusability of behaviours. The design and analysis of iB2C-networks is facilitated by tools and plugins giving complete access to all relevant information. One point of criticism of many architectures is the restriction of internal functionality of behaviours. In iB2C this is not the case. Therefore, algorithms previously developed can be reused. To form a behaviour it is only necessary to specify information required for the behaviour interface. Besides the presented guidelines the creativity of system designers is still needed for decisions concerning decomposition of tasks, structuring, and internal behaviour implementation.
Future work includes the extension of tooling functionality and design strategies as well as the investigation about the degree of representation required at different layers of the control system.
